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Purpose: to realize a new vision for the FINCA Customer Experience, through the galvanized effort of 

the entire institution, and to embed ‘customer focus/empathy’ in our people, structures, and business 

processes so that this vision is afforded sustained momentum over time. 

 

Vision:  FINCA consistently creates Brand Advocates through a Customer Experience that delights and 

leaves customers convinced that their needs are our priority, that they are understood, and that 

FINCA shares their hopes and aspirations. 

 

Rationale 

Over the last several years, the microfinance landscape and FINCA’s market position within it has 

evolved rapidly. Maturing markets, increased competition (particularly with the entry of commercial 

institutions and rise in consumer lending, and rapidly diversifying delivery channels), and ever more 

sophisticated customer demands have placed considerable pressure on margins and customer loyalty in 

all of our regions. In many markets, FINCA’s brand identity is not strong enough to secure a position as a 

key player / preferred financial services provider for our target market.  In order to not only survive, but 

thrive, in this evolving and challenging environment, it has become clear that FINCA must clarify and 

consistently project our brand identity, while ensuring that we have a progressive and compelling value 

proposition.   

Today, the FINCA ‘Customer Experience’ is inconsistent in many of our countries. It is frequently 

disrupted by interaction with staff (credit, collections, audit, internal control, other), and often soured as 

a result of poor product design, unhelpful and burdensome policies/procedures, and subpar customer 

service.  Historically, in unsaturated markets with little to no competition, FINCA more or less decided 

whether or not any given customer receives a new loan with little thought to the customer experience 

or empathy for their expectations – and this resulted in institution-centric products, business model, and 

organizational culture and structure.   If we do not change radically and reposition the institution to 

deliver a totally different, customer-focused, service-oriented approach with a transformed customer 

experience –we risk losing what we have built over the last 30 years and becoming irrelevant among the 

global microfinance landscape. A strategic reorientation of the business is required to ensure FINCA’s 
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long-term financial success and sustainability. Focus on customer experience is a business and financial 

imperative. 

FINCA’s value proposition must include a number of elements in order to “to play” or “to stay in the 

game” – including competitive pricing, ease of doing business (efficiency, low friction), accessibility of 

service outlets/delivery channels, flexibility and range of quality products.  However, “to win” in our 

markets we must go further, and we must deliver an exceptional and consistent customer experience.   

Customer Experience refers to the sum of all experiences a customer has with FINCA, before, during and 

after the relationship – at all moments of interaction or ‘touchpoints’.  The ‘sum of all experiences’ is 

measured by the emotions, impressions, and associations that the customer forms through interaction 

with FINCA, and by the customer’s behaviors after interaction with FINCA.  However, that experience 

and the emotions and impressions it evokes can only be as strong as the weakest link in our interactions. 

Will the weak links have impacts on her/his ongoing relationship? Does he/she continue to do business 

with us?  With us exclusively?  What does he/she say about FINCA?  Does he/she advocate for FINCA in 

the community and refer business to us? The customer experience also refers to internal customer 

experience of our staff. Are we enabling each other to deliver on our brand’s promise and our customer 

expectations or are we creating frictions? 

This is not an “Operations” or “Field” challenge, but rather an institution-wide challenge. FINCA has an 

inconsistent internal customer experience among all levels – Headquarters, Regional Hubs and 

Subsidiaries. Each function/department must own and drive the customer experience. Even if a function 

does not work directly with external customers, every function serves an internal customer and helps to 

enable the institution as a whole to better serve our clients. Transforming our culture and business to 

one that is customer-centric – built around delivering our brand promise and attributes of warmth, 

trust, and responsible banking – will require major change on the part of ALL FINCA functions and 

business units.  

Objectives 

1. The Customer Experience vision and identifier statement is thoroughly internalized (and can be 

articulated) by employees at all levels of the organization. 

2. Alignment toward the Customer Experience Vision is identifiable in the objectives, deliverables, 

operating plans, and budgets for all business units across the organization. 

3. FINCA’s systems for recruitment and selection, onboarding, training and development, 

performance management, and rewards management are fully aligned with the customer-centric 

philosophy, desired organizational culture, and Customer Experience deliverables. 

4. Systematic training solutions are in place and delivering training at all levels of the organization 

to equip staff members with the knowledge and tools needed to drive CE. 

5. Employees at all levels are empowered to go the extra mile to deliver an exceptional Customer 

Experience, and are rewarded for doing so. 
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6. Customer Experience key performance indicator (KPIs) are well defined and systems are in place 

to measure progress.  At all levels, FINCA systematically evaluates itself against these metrics and 

holds individuals accountable for CE deliverables.  

7. Business strategy development grounded in the voice of the customer – product value 

proposition/development/delivery. 

8. Proper enablers are in place to support how our employees serve our customers. These include 

data, technology and competencies. 

Process Deliverables 

1. Galvanize support among critical business drivers (Management Team, HQ Department Heads, 

Regional Directors (RDs), Subsidiary Management Boards) through strategic communications. 

a. Form cross-functional working group at each Subsidiary. 

2. Engage all staff through open forums, share experiences/best practices 

3. Define CE KPIs and measurement methods  

4. Develop framework for implementation 

a. Subsidiary Culture Transformation framework  

b. HQ / Regional Hubs incorporation into goals / action plans 

5. Develop Global Customer Service Standards 

6. Develop and implement trainings 

a. CE/Brand Leadership Training  

b. FINCA Development Academy (FDA) CE module 

7. Conduct Customer Journey Mapping Exercises (to start, select Subsidiaries) 

Governance 

The project will be overseen by the CE Steering Committee (SC) and the CE core working group, under 

the leadership of the Global COO (see appendix B).  The Steering Committee will meet at least quarterly 

and the core working group at least monthly to review progress, develop content and assign 

responsibility.   

The CE core working group will be chaired by the CE Manager, whose responsibility it will be to oversee 

project deliverables, and to advance project objectives working through appropriate organizational 

channels, identifying gaps or bottlenecks and communicating these to the SC. 

Key Risks / Assumptions  

• Clear brand position / promise 

• Clear and consistent communication  

• Alignment and ownership of leadership (CEO/CFO/COO, MT, Subsidiary MB), Regional Hubs and 

Headquarters 

o Consistent actions and messaging by leadership 

o Adoption by all functional areas 

o Incorporation into performance management and alignment with incentives 
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• Prioritization, despite competing initiatives 

• Dedicated resources (at this time, there are no FT resources dedicated to CE – it is led on a 

volunteer basis) 

• Adequate budget (at this time, there is no budget for CE; exploring opportunities for grant 

funding) 

• Clear guidance and tools to support Subsidiary efforts 

• Research capabilities – actionable data   

• Change Management 

• Designed desired customer experience 

• Defined success metrics related to financial and operational data 

• Voice of the customer (VOC) elevated; actionable customer feedback (business process 

integration) 

• Staff understand individual role / responsibility / contribution to the CE 

• Integrated value / belief / habits (internal culture) 

APPENDIX A. Implementation 

The delivery of an exceptional “Customer Experience” IS FINCA’s core business and delivering our brand 

promise of Creating Brighter Futures is not simply a one-off project. Successful implementation will 

necessitate commitment and reinforcement of the strategic importance at the leadership level, cross-

functional alignment of priorities and close inter-departmental collaboration (engagement of all functions 

and business units), with direct implications for resource and investment allocation.   

In 2014, in preparation for the launch of the Customer Experience Culture Transformation, we: 

• Formed a CE Steering Committee and CE working group; 

•  Defined scope/rationale; 

• Articulated 2020 vision as a compass for our efforts; 

• Conducted assessment of CE efforts and tools already in place in Subsidiaries; 

• Developed preliminary internal communications plan and delivered communications across 

network through: 

o Regional Meetings, HQ All staff meetings, Global Marketing Manager Workshop, Global 

Management Meeting, Management Team (MT) Meetings 

o Board of Directors and Shareholders meetings and materials 

• Designed and socialized Subsidiary Culture Transformation Framework; 

• Started recruiting and identifying champions from each department/functional area to 

collaborate with the CE working group; 

o Bridged efforts with NBD/Brand, FDA, VOC, and HR 

� Aligned with brand roll-out efforts 

� CE/Brand leadership development trainings at Regional meetings in Eurasia, 

MESA and LAC, select Subsidiaries (Azerbaijan, Georgia, KG, Mexico, Tajikistan) 

and HQ 

� Supported development of employee culture/brand book and staff orientation 
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� Provided input into FDA plans 

� Reinvigorated VOC working group 

• Encouraged best practice sharing – hosted several online sessions highlighting Subsidiary 

initiatives; 

• Introduced the FINCA Customer Experience Award to recognize existing and new CE practices. 

 

 

2015 Implementation Roadmap  

Key goals for 2015 are outlined below with the owner/lead noted in parentheses. This roadmap will 

continue to be refined throughout the year to reflect changes in priorities, developments, resources, 

etc.  Should funding be secured, we will look into engaging an external CE expert / consultant to help 

refine our roadmap and audit the capabilities and enablers, including: data; systems; processes; skills; 

current KPIs and VOC programs; etc. 

 

Immediate - Ongoing 

• Build and reinforce the culture through communication of intent, vision, priority, and business 

rationale of customer experience (MT, CEWG) 

• Develop  and start to implement integration plan for both brand/CE into HR processes – 

recruiting, on-boarding, training and performance management, including incentives (HR) 

• Continued strengthening of customer research (VOC) 

 

First Half of 2015 

• Update of communications plan/strategy – establish mechanism to communicate progress to 

the organization (Exec, by end of January) 

• Incorporation of CE into 2015 goal setting process (HR, by end of February) 

• Develop CE metrics by which to assess progress and impact (CEWG, VOC and Analytics Working 

group - AWG) 

o Specifically, by end of Q1, indicators will be identified and select Subsidiaries will be 

preparing to report headliner metric, the development of CE metrics dashboard will be 

underway. 

• Develop high-level global Customer Service Standards (CEWG, by end of April) 

• Identify simple global customer centric identifier/statement for the organization (CEWG, SC 

timing TBC) 

• Continued roll-out of CE/brand leadership training (Brand/NBD, input of CEWG) 

• Development of FDA CE module(s) (FDA, input of CEWG) 

 

Second Half of 2015 (preliminary – to be fleshed out further) 

• Identify strategic focus for which customer personas and channels to focus on first (CEWG, SC) 

• Design internal and external journey mapping to inform needed improvements, additional 

capabilities, etc, beginning with select Subsidiaries (CEWG, VOC, consultant) 
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• Quarterly “It Starts with Me” brand campaign tied to CE (Brand/NBD) 

 

Future 

• Begin prototyping/piloting of improvements identified in journey mapping/design thinking 

effort 

• Fill in the data gaps and capabilities  

• Ongoing Reinforcement of CE through performance management  

• Launch pilot (model CE bank) 

• Experience audit 

• Innovation platform  

 

Responsibility Shared Across FINCA 

Project implementation necessitates ownership and contributions from business units/functions 

throughout the organization as part and parcel of their departmental deliverables and day-to-day work. 

Global Level 

Ownership   Responsibility 

CEO, COO, MT, Subsidiary 

MB 

Deliver clear, consistent communication and cheerleading; 

recognize and share achievements across the network 

MT, Subsidiary MB, 

Managers 

Ensure leadership and staff own and drive the customer 

experience, both internally and externally 

SC, Core Working Group 

(CEWG) 

Guide efforts across the network and encourage 

ownership/adoption by all functional areas 

SC, CEWG Define key global customer centric identifier statement for the 

organization 

CEWG, FP&A, VOC, SC Identify metrics KPIs to measure and track progress 

CEWG Develop and implement Global Customer Service Standards 

HR Oversee integration of brand and customer experience into HR 

processes -- recruitment, onboarding, training, performance 

management, incentives, staff journey mapping etc. at all levels 

FDA Develop customer experience training program in collaboration 

with CEWG 

  

Regional Level 

Ownership   Responsibility 

RD & Regional 

Implementation Manager 

Manage rollout, prioritization and pace-setting 

Regional Hub Staff Share best practice and lessons learned across region 

 

Regional Hub Staff Define regional and Subsidiary differentiations; manage standards 
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Subsidiary Level 

Subsidiary Category Responsibility 

Cross-functional working 

group 

Guide Subsidiary through Culture Transformation Framework that 

has been specifically tailored to each Subsidiary 

Select Subsidiaries 

(Azerbaijan, DRC, Georgia, 

Kyrgyzstan, Nigeria, 

Pakistan)  

Customer journey mapping (timing to be determined), roll-out 

CE/brand leadership training, strengthen research efforts as 

required (such as customer satisfaction survey, score card), and 

tracking of customer satisfaction KPIs 

Remaining Subsidiaries Engage in customer experience activities as resources/capacity 

allow as outlined in Culture Transformation Framework 
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2015 Implementation Timeline  

 

 

Q1 

Update of Communications Plan  

Incorporate CE into goals  

Continued roll-out of CE/Brand Leadership trainings 

Identify and socialize CE identifier statement 

Identify CE KPI(s), start implementation 

Develop CE FDA module 

 

Q2 

Refine/validate CE Dashboard / tracking of CE KPIs 

• Develop global Customer Service Standards 

• Develop CE FDA module and facilitators  

•  

On-Going Throughout 2015 

• Communications Strategy 

• Integrate brand & CE into HR processes 

• Voice of Customer (VOC) / Strengthening research efforts 

•  

2015 
Q1 

Q2 
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Q3 

Quarterly brand campaign 

Journey mapping & ToT (at least 

one Subsidiary) 

Implement CE FDA training 

program 

Q4 

Quarterly brand campaign 

Journey mapping & ToT (at least one 

Subsidiary) 

 

2015 
Q3 

Q4 
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APPENDIX B. CE Governance Overview 

CE TEAM Members 

Steering Committee Global COO – Andree Simon 

Credit & Savings Manager – Volker Renner 

Regional Directors – Jeff Flowers, Stefan Queck, Zar Wardak, Mike Gama-Lobo 

NBD Director – Soledad Gompf 

Global Manager HQ Ops Manager – Joy Souligny 

Regional Implementation Managers 
(1 from each region) 

Eurasia | Regional Credit Manager Mamuka Maisuradze 

MESA | Pakistan Head of Ops & Banking Svcs – Noshina Bukhari 

LAC | Deputy Regional Director – Keith Sandbloom 

Africa | Regional Liabilities Manager – Mwila Maseka 

Experts (ongoing recruitment of 
champions) 

Functional Representation: Exec, HR, Finance, NBD (Brand, Marketing, Research), 
IS, FDA, Voice of Customer (VOC) working group, etc. 
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APPENDIX C. Subsidiary Culture Transformation Framework 

Activity
Business Objective / Desired 
Outcome

Owner / Accountability Project Manager(s) Next Steps T ools/Resources Available

Implement or review/update 
existing Customer Service  
Standards

Develop core standards, 
differentiators and branded standards 
to allow subsidiaries to gradually 
evolve to FINCA's  customer 
experience.

Department Heads/Managers 
(Operations, Marketing, 
Finance, IT, HR) 

HQ Customer 
Experience 
Transformation team to 
provide network level 
standards

Work with Customer Experience 
Transformation team to align with network 
level standards (under development).        
Customer Service Standards, training and 
rollout plan; * Review customer service 
standards and tailor to subsidiary context (or 
if subsidiary already has standards in place, 
review against these and modify as needed)

* Tools and training from HQ 
Customer Experience 
Transformation Team (in 
development, please discuss with 
Regional Implementation Mgr)

Identify Value Proposition (for 
core products) 
Note: if already in place, please 
send to Regional Implementation 
Manager

Articulate value proposition for core 
products 

Operations COO
Subsidiaries to complete as they see fit, in 
coordination with Regional Implementation 
Manager.   

No global guidance/resources at this 
time.

Develop Internal 
Communications Plan

Communication and deployment of 
localized/translated materials  to 
every branch office

Marketing team
HQ Brand team / HR / 
Regional CE 
Implementation Mgrs

Develop plan/schedule for communications 
and deployment.

* HQ created Brand collateral 
materials - Brand Culture Book, 
Video, Posters, etc.

Develop External 
Communications Strategy/Plan

Brief, Campaign Strategy, Media Plan Marketing team
HQ Brand team / 
Regional CE 
Implementation Mgrs

Consider and evaluate critical 
investments, if any,  needed to 
transform CE

Identify and evaluate need for critical 
investments to enhance customer 
experience e.g. IS.

Management Board
Project Manager 
(assigned by MB)

Identify needed investments, discuss with 
Regional Implementation Manager and 
Regional Director.

Review branch design 

Sub MB to consider if any 
modifications should be made to 
current branch design to better exhibit 
brand values (according to brand 
design standards)

Marketing team HQ Brand team

HQ brand team currently working on new 
branch design brand concepts. Please 
contact them if you are thinking of revisiting 
or changing branch design elements

*Brand standards on branch design

Incorporate CE/ brand into HR 
function 
(recruitment/onboarding/ 
performance 
evaluation/training/rewards & 
recognition/career path & 
mentorship)

Develop Employee standards based 
on staff journey assessment; update 
to reflect CE/brand: trainings, JDs, 
rewards & recognition (incentive 
plans), employee 
feedback/actionable)

HR team
CE HR team & 
Operations (HQ CE 
Working Group)

*Staff journey map
* HQ HR to develop toolkit together 
with Regional HR Managers 
(including onboarding, training, perf 
mgmt materials,etc)

Develop Internal customer 
service standards

Develop Internal Service Level 
Agreement based on internal 
customer experience assessment

CEO
HR Manager 
(Department heads)

Plans to have someone lead this network-
wide in 2015 or 2016. In the meantime, 
subsidiaries can move forward with this 
independently in coordination with Regional 
Implementation Manager.

*Subsidiary SLA examples  from 
Azerbaijan and Kyrgyzstan

CE Trainings, including FDA
Equip subsidiaries with training 
materials to deliver standardized, 
cohesive training across the network.

HR/Training Heads HR or Training Manager

Training Materials (suggested content 
provided by CE Working group/FDA) 
People Management Training, 
Customer Service Training, Smart 
Training, etc.

DEVELOP/IMPLEMENT: develop and implement customer e xperience strategy
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Activity
Business Objective / Desired 
Outcome

Owner / Accountability Project Manager(s) Next Steps Tools/R esources Available

Generate energy through 
promotional campaigns

Generate excitement while resonating 
customer experience goals

Marketing Team
Marketing Team / 
Regional CE 
Implementation Mgrs

Implement Communications plan * HQ Brand Collateral documents 

Incorporate Value 
Proposition/Product into existing 
Training

Initial training for all staff; then ongoing 
as part of onboarding 

HR or Training Manager
Training Materials (suggested content 
provided by FDA/Regional Training 
Managers?)

Incorporate Customer 
Experience into existing 
trainings

Initial training for all staff; then ongoing 
as part of onboarding 

HR/Training Heads HR or Training Manager
Training Materials (suggested content 
provided by FDA/Regional Training 
Managers?)

Create forums for staff 
engagement

Clear, consistent communication to 
staff about the long-term vision of 
customer experience and 
ENGAGEMENT of staff!

Management Board
Project Manager 
(assigned by MB)

Organize ongoing staff meetings. Identify 
resisters early and address them quickly

Demonstrate Change
Reinforce customer experience 
goals. Share with employees 
accomplishments and successes

Management Board Marketing Manager

Identify quick wins. 
Implement changes based on 
research/journey mapping. 
Share success stories / best practice 
experiences internally across subsidiary and 
network.

Participation in CE Awards 
(development of internal CE 
contest/recognition program)
Submissions to regional and/or global 
newsletters
Yammer (or other forum) posts

Build the experience across all 
touch points

Understand and improve the different 
moments of impact a customer has 
when engaging with our brand and 
products and the transitions between 
these.

Management Board
Project Manager 
(assigned by MB)

Analysis of customer journey mapping. 
Eliminate painful touch points and begin 
either with single touch points or certain 
product line. Employees accepting 
ownership of customer problems, etc.

Customer journey map.

Adopt CE KPIs (Global)
Align metrics with the delivery of 
customer experience 

Marketing team VOC Working Group
VOC to develop metrics in 2015 and 
communicate to Subsidiaries.

Customer research plan and tools

Develop Customer Research 
needs, research plan and tools

Developing customer listening 
strategy to provide recommendations 
to Management

Marketing team
Research Manager in 
coordination with VOC 
Working Group

Work with subsidiaries to create 
satisfaction, loyalty, retention and acquisition 
index.

Customer research plan and tools

Monitoring of brand/CE 
standards

To ensure aligned implementation 
and promises are being kept

Management Board Internal Controls
CE audits: Mystery Shopping, 
Climate Surveys, informal pulse 
checks 

Broadcast performance 
Reinforce performance through 
transparency

Management Board
Project Manager 
(assigned by MB)

Distribute simplified visuals that illustrate 
overall subsidiary performance

MEASURE AND REFINE: Monitor progress and impact; conti nue to improve

DEPLOY: Deliver customer experience

 

 


